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Abstract

As technology advances, systems behaviour becomes more difficult to predict and control, resulting in a lack of systems

assurance across the supply chain. Here we describe a structured approach to address the assurance of complex systems

developed and operated within highly regulated environments. The new approach is based on a methodology that can address

both new and legacy systems, and influences system intervention. We propose an enterprise approach by observing the

importance of all organisational contributions to a safe working system throughout the intended project life cycle. This

research was catalysed by the need to address the certification of the F-35B stealth fighter for UK operations from 2012

onwards. We offer a pragmatic strategy to achieve systems control by adopting a holistic approach to systems engineering

while promoting the development of an enabling environment that can determine system threats and enable appropriate controls.

We propose a systematic coordination process to minimise the potential for ‘organisational drift’. This holistic approach to

systems engineering and assurance is defined as ‘systems engineering structured assurance’. The methodology provides a

confidence assessment for a particular product or system while remaining agnostic to regulatory constraints. The diligent

completion of the methodology increases systems confidence and informs the regulatory environment.
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1. Introduction and background

The technological advancement of man-made systems such as aviation, exploration and power-generation enterprises,

continues to challenge design engineers and operating teams attempting to understand, predict and control system behaviour.

This degree of uncertainty reflects a lack of recognised system assurance across the supply chain, where the supply chain

includes the designer, builder, and user communities, including support specialists. The fundamental problem is similar in

nature to the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) grand challenges. Two of the grand challenges are

relevant to this paper [1].

� “System complexity and associated risk is appreciated, characterized and managed”.

� “Systems engineering provides the analytical framework for designing and predicting the behavior for trusted, resilient

systems”.

The need to conduct first-time certification of the F-35B stealth fighter for operations within the US and UK legislative

environments led to the development of a systems engineering methodology to ensure confidence in the F-35B system against
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a background of a programme suffering significant technical and operational challenges. The ‘systems engineering structured

assurance’ (SESA) methodology describes the overall approach used to achieve the enabling conditions and engineering

processes required during systems development, certification and operations. This approach allows system threats to be

understood and the appropriate controls to be applied, and proposes a systematic coordination strategy to minimise the

potential for organisational or systems-related ‘drift’. The US defense systems engineering executive cited shortfalls in system

engineering expertise and practice throughout the systems engineering communities that support acquisition of complex

programmes [2]. The process enhancements described in this paper should help to bridge these gaps by providing a “leadership

methodology” to facilitate the design and the operation of complex systems. The methodology links the system’s ‘builder’,

‘buyer’ and ‘user’ communities enabling the behaviours of equipment, people and organisations to be better understood and

constrained.

The F-35 Joint Strike Fighter design formally began during 2001 with testing beginning in 2006 along with a Director,

Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E) audit. During 2009, Farnell ordered the first three F-35B air systems into production

for the UK government, with the first planned to emerge from the production line during July 2012. As the Type Airworthiness

Authority (TAA) for the F-35B, he was accountable for certification of the air system to operate safely, with a UK pilot,

operating within UK legislation, and in accordance with the emerging UK Military Aviation Authority regulations (MAA

formed April 2010). At this time a number of separate collaborative arrangements were developed, with varying levels of

formality, to fully understand the F-35B air system. These included: the JSF Joint Program Office for financing and managing

programme delivery; the Joint Operational Test Team for participation in whole system testing and gaining access to data;

the UK Defence Science and Technology Laboratories to access subject matter experts (SMEs), to further develop SME

knowledge, and to elevate the UK expertise and understanding in a deliberate and dedicated manner; NavAir to leverage

system understanding, participate in system analysis and gaining access to data; DOT&E for exchange of information and

understanding to develop an enhanced insight and healthy critique of the programme, thereby informing an enhanced intelligent

customer status. These collaborative arrangements were ground breaking, enabling access to technical data as well as being

able to influence the way the UK air systems would be constrained and employed; this approach has been characterised as

creating the ‘enabling environment’. The insights and data obtained from the collective collaborative arrangements were used

to develop a comprehensive picture of both performance and safety [3]. In 2011, working with immature regulations anchored

in legacy systems, the MAA informed the TAA that the UK’s F-35B aircraft would not receive a ‘Release to Service’ as the

design was immature and the design standards were not recognised. At this time work began on a parallel research programme

to the certification effort, to identify how a complex system could potentially be understood, given a failure to design in

accordance with the required standards [3]. A comparison was, therefore, conducted of the US air system design versus UK

standards to develop a gap analysis.

Embracing all systems, at varying modification standards (hardware and software), required a level of detailed analysis in

preparation of making an argument for a safety case. It became clear that, during a build inspection, the air system’s out-turn

build standard was different to the intended design. In addition, air vehicle testing, observed in collaboration with DOT&E,

identified that out-turn performance was at variance to that predicted and expected. The realisation that viewing safety in

isolation would not provide a complete assurance picture was ascertained during the period 2010-2012. A methodology was

developed, therefore, to assess performance (versus expected) and safety (versus expectation from the required US and UK

standards). The assurance methodology (subsequently known as SESA) was born as a means of understanding, characterising
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and assuring both system performance and safety. This methodology enabled a complete system assurance to be conducted

to fully understand the risk exposure, at out-turn build standard, as well as characterising the strategy to contain the risks.

SESA enabled provision of the assurance to operate the three UK air systems under a personally-authorised military flight test

certificate between July 2012 and November 2017. Application of SESA prevailed, driving a culture of capturing data from

US and UK air systems and addressing critical system fixes for both the US and the UK. SESA was an unpopular approach

within some programme delivery communities as it clearly articulated system shortfalls. However, the targeted data gathering,

system understanding and judicious application of constraint, alongside continued data gathering whilst under military test

permit, resulted in the MAA granting the UK F-35B a release to service in November 2017.

2. Understanding systems behaviour

Degani [4] studied human-automation interactions in which design, procedures, management and training contributed

to systems failure. Understanding such complex systems required an awareness of the problems with human-automation

interactions, but the original design must also be fit for purpose [4]. In this context, a complex system can be characterised

by emergent properties. A system component may have a particular functionality but, unlike hierarchical systems, this is not

recognisable as a sub-function of the global functionality. Instead, the behaviour of several connected components display side

effects that contribute to the global functionality. Each behaviour has a side-effect and the sum of the side-effects produces the

out-turn functionality [5]. Hence, the global functionality of a system with ‘emergent properties’ is the sum of all ‘side effects’,

of all emergent properties and functionalities. The systems described in this paper can, therefore, be regarded as displaying

‘emergent functionality’.

The analysis of accidents in enterprises such as commercial aircraft, general transport systems, power generation process

controls, and medical devices, revealed that both the design and management often contribute to system failure [6]. The

study, jointly conducted by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Department of Transport,

also concluded that the four causal factors studied (design, procedures, management and training) were interdependent. The

study found that the medical sector, in particular, has continued to face the challenges of inadequate design in addition to the

continual struggle to create the appropriate conditions for a positive safety culture [6].

A Government Accountability Office report highlighted the continuing struggle experienced by the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration (FDA) when recalling faulty and potentially faulty medical devices within the US medical community [7]. Even

medical devices with FDA approval are often recalled due to associated serious health problems [8]. However, approximately

50% of device recalls fail, leaving hazardous devices in circulation and use [7]. The main causes of medical device failure

include design errors (>25%) and user errors (>50%) with management and procedural errors making up the remainder [9].

The inability to track devices in the field is an additional, second-order problem.

The space shuttle Challenger disintegrated during its tenth mission in 1986 and the Columbia disaster in 2003 illustrated

how the previous paradigm of ‘organisational drift’ was repeated. Organisational drift occurs when the operational performance

of a system varies from the design intention without the full understanding of the managing organisation [10]. The Presidential

Commission investigation found an array of failures that could be traced to the socio-economic strain resulting from both the

cost growth of the NASA shuttle programme and the budgetary pressures imposed by US authorities in response to this [11].

Dekker [12] argues that the production pressures at NASA became institutionalised and it was business as usual to negotiate

and re-negotiate levels of risk, causing the organisation and its decision makers to drift incrementally into a completely new
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socio-technical construct. Apollo 11, Ariane 5 and the Mars Polar Lander suffered problems due to system failures in which

every component worked as planned but the overall systems failed in a surprising and unexpected manner [13]. This further

illustrates a failure to understand the complexity associated with entire systems or indeed systems of systems.

2.1. Assurance in complex systems

Understanding the potential behaviour of complex systems presents a transformational challenge making it difficult to

determine the true risks of operation, particularly when new technologies or new ways of working are introduced [12]. A

new system can present challenges associated with V-model testing2. Galin [14] estimated that approximately 70% of errors

embedded in safety-critical software are introduced during the requirement specification and architectural design phases. The

rapid increase in avionic software content and the implication of design debt3, shows that approximately 80% of all errors

are discovered late during the V-model, i.e. during system integration testing or later [16]. The rework effort required to

rectify problems identified this late in the life cycle can be 300 to 1000 times the cost of the original development [14]. Many

residual errors are unlikely to become evident until system development is reasonably mature, and some residual errors may

not be discovered until there has been some operational experience [14]. These circumstances are exacerbated when there is

an incomplete understanding of the system, and such a situation can be fuelled by security and intellectual property concerns,

which limit access to product or project data.

The challenges described above can be addressed by developing an assurance partnership in which an appropriate environ-

ment is provided for the designer, builder and user participants during the requirement-setting process. This partnership thus

creates a single-team, whole-system arrangement. Creating an appropriate enabling environment to provide a coherent regime

of V-model testing and assurance would increase the likelihood of success.

Another challenge, described as ‘practical drift’, is observed when an organisation operates a system in a completely

different way to that originally intended, i.e. beyond the stated performance and safety parameters. For example, new

users may adapt system operating procedures and adopting an approach to business that evolves over time. This operational

performance may in turn reduce the effectiveness of the original performance and protection arrangements [10]. A whole-life

methodology that provides appropriate conditions for the continuing recognition of whole-system and whole-environment

awareness would be particularly valuable from the user perspective. This was the catalyst for the initiation of the SESA concept

and methodology [3], which is developed in Section 3.

2.2. Shortfalls in knowledge and practice

The performance of complex systems is difficult to predict with appropriate levels of confidence [17]. Escalation in

software-involved systems, the globalisation of software provision and a lack of consensus concerning the predictability of

software mean that traditional methods to predict system performance and safety have become less relevant [18]. When

combined with the continuation of error-inducing practices at the requirement-design stage, and the discovery of errors during

2The ‘V’-model is a term applied to a range of models, from a conceptual model designed to produce a simplified understanding of the complexity

associated with systems development, to more detailed, rigorous development life cycle models and project management models.
3Technical debt, also known as design debt, “. . . represents the cost of the accumulated amount of rework that will be necessary to correct and/or recover

from the deviation between: the current design of the system, versus a design that is minimally complex yet sufficiently complete to ensure correctness and

consistency for timely delivery.” [15].
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later testing stages, this presents a challenge to system certification and in particular the certification of software-involved

systems [16]. Leveson [18] recommends that a thorough understanding of system threats must be prioritised and that such work

should be initiated during early process design. This requires a collaborative relationship between the designer/builder, the

regulator and the user communities at the outset of a project, which may not be practical under competitive commercial practices.

The collaborative relationship would require suitable skills and co-operation to facilitate an appropriate understanding of the

system.

The acquisition of the F-35B by the UK authorities provided several challenges given the inconsistencies between US

and UK socio-technical policies and in the arrangements necessary to address variations in technical standards; one example

being the UK regulator expecting a system to be designed to Defence Standard (DEF STAN) 00-970, whereas the US were

designing to Military Handbook MIL-HDBK-516B. The ongoing challenges for the development and test programme for the

F-35 are explained in detail by the DOT&E [19], which states that there are nine reliability measures for the programme. These

are represented by three for each variant: mean flight hours between critical failure (MFHBCF); mean flight hours between

removal (MFHBR); and mean flight hours between maintenance event (MFHBME) [19, p. 60]. Additionally, the mean time to

repair (MTTR) and provision of technical data were inadequate. These challenges were difficult to overcome when combined

with the need for retrospective access to detailed technical and test data that addressed numerous first-time technologies.

The original reliability measures (MFHBCF, MFHBR and MFHBME) set for the F-35 programme struggled to reach the

required targets [19]. The following system shortfalls represented the major contributors towards potential system critical

failures: electrical power system; power and thermal management system; integrated air vehicle architecture (which includes

the Integrated Core Processing System and the cockpit displays including the helmet mounted display system); access doors

and covers; landing gear; oxygen system; stabilisers; lift fan system; crew escape; and flight control system [19, p. 63].

The threat associated with these system-critical failures presented a challenge to the progression of operational tactics and

training due to the resulting low reliability and availability at that time [19, p. 63], and the consequential impact on MTTR

as a result of the limited technical data. A methodology was required, therefore, to embrace not just the engineering but the

management of equipment, people and process. The UK had to develop an enhanced level of technical understanding in order

to orchestrate a safe system of work for pilots, maintainers and data analysts. The methodology to achieve this involved an

enabling environment (original equipment manufacturers and US Government agencies) and a framework of thinking that

went beyond just safety to include both safety and performance together. Ball [20] has illustrated that these elements do not

separate well when designing and operating complex systems.

Figure 1 summarises the challenges facing the designers and operators of complex systems, where the lessons identified

from accident causation, V-model testing and practical drift have been integrated into a representative project life cycle. The

challenges endure throughout the project so an appropriate enabling environment should ideally be developed early in the

project life cycle and effort is required to maintain this environment throughout. System ‘assessment’ should be heavy during

concept and design/development, reducing during manufacture and after certification, with a light touch through in-service life.

First, a common view of performance and the necessary degree of safety protection is required, implying that the objectives

and philosophies of the contributing individuals should be aligned within organisations and across the relevant organisational

boundaries. The arrangements required to underwrite the achievement of common objectives may be termed enabling ar-

rangements. Achieving such an enabling arrangement during project initiation is an idealistic approach, whereas retrospective

application, although feasible, would be sub-optimal. Second, the necessity to fully understand threats and the associated risks
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Figure 1: Challenges that must be addressed to understand complex systems

within the specific context of the user environment are based on the ideas of Perrow [21], Hollnagel et al. [22] and Dekker [23].

Third, the grand challenges set by INCOSE [1] place further emphasis on whole-life management of the system as built, as well

as raising the level of ambition for a systems engineering approach to improve the degree of system trustworthiness. The latter

would require a unified approach combining properties such as reliability, safety and security. Feiler et al. [24] argued that

such a unified approach, embracing the properties of performance and protection, had yet to be achieved and hence proposed

“an improvement strategy for an integrate-then-build practice” to increase confidence with the verification and validation. More

recently a complementary concept, known as RAMSSHEEP4, has been developed. Whilst RAMS5 was devised in the 1970s,

RAMSSHEEP was created as a risk-driven maintenance concept [25]. Acknowledging that RAMSSHEEP post-dates the SESA

methodology, which was devised in 2012 to underwrite the safety case for the UK F-35 programme, it could nevertheless form

a useful sub-set within the SESA methodology, being very similar to the probabilistic techniques used in the SESA hazard

analysis. A whole-life methodology that provides appropriate conditions for the continuing recognition of whole-system and

whole-environment awareness would be particularly valuable from the user perspective. This was the catalyst for the initiation

of the SESA concept and methodology [3], which is developed in Section 3.

3. Developing an enabling environment

In responding to the current challenges facing designers and operators, Figure 2 draws on the new ‘Military Airworthiness

Regime’ proposed by Haddon-Cave [26], which includes the MOD ‘Four Pillars of Airworthiness’6. An assurance strategy

anchored around four pillars (‘competence’; ‘design standards’; ‘independence’; ‘assurance management systems’), known

as the 4P assurance strategy, incorporates the skills of the individual and the system’s design standards: the whole system

4RAMSSHEEP: reliability, availability, maintainability, safety, security, health, environmental, economics and politics.
5RAMS: reliability, availability, maintainability and safety.
6The MOD Four Pillars of airworthiness are: “use of competent people”; “use of recognised standards”; “independent assessment”; “safety management

system”.
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(enterprise) may include many systems and many design standards. The 4P assurance strategy embraces the constituent parts

of the system, the necessary competences, and the appropriate technical design standards. These standards are supported

by an assurance and environmental management process that can be enhanced through alliances with a likeminded partner.

Alliancing provides ready access to subject matter experts and training, as well as sharing opportunities to allow individuals and

organisations to learn from experience. This 4P assurance strategy provides a clear communication framework to determine the

activities necessary for a solid foundation underpinning either a specific system safety case or a more comprehensive system

assurance case.
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Figure 2: The 4P assurance strategy covering the constituent parts of the system, the necessary competences, and appropriate technical design standards

3.1. Understanding threats to the whole system

A further development of the 4P assurance strategy is the idea of a partnership between the customer and designer com-

munities, whereby a deliberate strategy is pursued to develop the necessary systems engineering evidence by developing the

assurance strategy alongside the system being designed and tested (Figure 3). Such a partnership would demand collaborative

work, in which system requirements are shared, incrementally developed, and jointly reviewed by the user and designer com-

munities [24]. System threats must be identified and understood, both before and during system development, and with focus

on the rectification of missing or inappropriate control actions. This could be achieved, for example, by applying ‘systems

theoretic process analysis’ [18], particularly where the early identification and mapping of control actions enables the emer-

ging design to be configured correctly. Such assurance partnerships can help to address the demanding systems engineering

challenges set by the INCOSE objectives. Developing a real understanding of any complex system is best achieved through a

structured approach that defines the requirements, the impact of differing socio-technical systems, and the potential trade-off

between the best outcome for safety and system performance. Creating the most appropriate conditions for the development

and operation of a complex system depends on an appropriate enabling environment. Understanding the threats to the system

from a whole-system perspective and addressing the shortfalls provides a means to control the system configuration. Acknow-

ledging and addressing system shortfalls provides an opportunity for system decision-making during the design stages. Driving

a consistent approach throughout the supply chain will require a collaborative approach among all stakeholders, with initial
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conditions established by creating the optimal enabling environment. A 4P assurance strategy should provide the conditions

necessary for success.
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Figure 3: Understanding threats through assurance, adapted from Feiler et al. [24]

3.2. Characterising risk for the whole system

Proactive planning to identify and eradicate system shortfalls, as advocated by Galin [14] and Feiler et al. [24], is considered

a sensible approach, and ‘systems theoretic process analysis’ offers the opportunity to rigorously examine system control

actions. This would require a thorough understanding of the scope of the system undergoing development and certification,

and agreement by all stakeholders. Having identified system shortfalls during early development, when the design architecture

is unable to eradicate threats, a methodology characterising the safety and effectiveness risks would be helpful. A safety

and effectiveness framework (Figure 4) can characterise the threats and the associated risks across the system susceptibility7

and vulnerability8 continuum, whereby the risks associated with an adverse event (and the resulting failure) can be mapped

directly to the system. This approach can highlight where system failures could affect both safety and system performance,

and can identify the corresponding system control relationships. From a supply-chain perspective, the joint involvement of

the designer, builder and user communities minimises the many challenges arising during system development. Figure 4

also shows how events and actions across the system can be modelled to identify potential trade-space within the selected

boundary of the required performance parameters, as well as identifying the requirement for additional safety features. The

primary requirement is to identify opportunities to include design characteristics that will enhance performance and protection

as well as optimise the balance or trade-space between these objectives. Positive contributors that improve performance and

safety defences (e.g. margin, resilience, redundancy and adaptive behaviour) could be incorporated into the modelled activities

to develop a comprehensive framework that can be used to brief all stakeholders on the system strategy. The framework,

shown in Figure 4, also allows the coordination of safety and effectiveness strategies, and the detailed implementation and

configuration of safety and effectiveness activities. Following the identification of shortfalls that affect performance and/or

7Susceptibility refers to “. . . the inability of a system to avoid being disrupted by one or more damage mechanisms in the pursuit of its mission” [20, p.

445].
8Vulnerability refers to “. . . the inability of a system to withstand the damage . . . and its liability to serious damage or destruction” [20, p. 603].
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safety, it is advantageous to apply a methodology that coordinates planned system interventions and determines the impact of

such variation with respect to the management of the system baseline.
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Figure 4: Safety and effectiveness framework, adapted from Ball [20]

3.3. Understanding and addressing management of system shortfalls

The design-to-operate framework, shown in Figure 5 provides the framework for managing, maintaining and planning

the SESA interventions. It offers the opportunity to formally record system shortfalls identified during the development of

the system assurance case, as well as the residual shortfalls from the emerging assurance themes. These themes include

training, inspection, management and procedures (Figure 5, ‘discretion’ row) that could be delivered as part of the system

by the designer/builder organisation (Figure 5, ‘provided system performance’ row). The shortfalls would be mapped to the

operator (Figure 5, ‘operator/maintainer’ column) where additional mitigations might be identified and applied by the user

communities. Similar to the techniques applied in the safety and effectiveness framework, the coordination of the system areas

for improvement and associated options for improvement can be developed at the stakeholder strategy level. Additionally, the

design-to-operate framework could also be applied at a more detailed implementation level, by fully engaging the supply chain.

Drawing all the frameworks (Figures 2–5) together into a single methodology has been defined as ‘systems engineering

structured assurance’ (SESA) [3]. A new process definition characterised during this research has been captured and is

reported herein. A process diagram describing the application of the complete SESA methodology is provided in Figure

6. From left to right, the SESA methodology can be tailored to support three chosen project scenarios: initiatiating a new

project; joining a legacy project; and introducing significant changes to an existing project. System requirements and the

corresponding system assurance would be developed, and would lead into a dedicated task to initiate system assurance

alongside the design and manufacture of the system. The priority during the early phase of a new project is the creation of an

appropriate enabling environment, where the intention is to encourage and facilitate close cooperation between the designer

and operator communities.

As discussed in the introduction, the UK introduced F-35 certification activity as a legacy project, and an enabling environ-

ment was, therefore, developed retrospectively. This is highlighted in Figure 6, which shows how the SESA methodology was
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Figure 5: Design-to-operate framework

mapped to the F-35 assurance. Accordingly, residual system performance and safety shortfalls created a business-case decision

between tolerating the shortfalls or introducing changes to rectify them. Introducing significant changes to an existing project

(even when the SESA methodology has not previously been applied) will benefit from the application of the SESA methodo-

logy to all aspects of the change or intervention activity. The change could take the form of a modified design, additional or

modified training, or additional or modified organisation and management procedures. The organisation and project objectives

are developed sequentially once the enabling environment has created the appropriate conditions to proceed. System threats

are understood and where possible addressed, and where necessary mitigations are developed against residual threats as well

as anticipating additional threats that may arise during operations. SESA also embraces the design-to-operate framework in

which system threats can be mapped against existing and planned mitigation measures. This provides excellent coordination

and configuration control, and offers real benefits for the operation and through-life management of complex systems. The

idea behind the SESA methodology is to use a systematic approach for understanding the system and to develop a confidence

assessment for any of the three project scenarios identified above.

4. The application of SESA to new system programmes – a case study on the UK F-35B

During the development of a new system, challenges will create pressure from within the project and from outside the

immediate system activity. The external pressures are likely to be socio-technical and socio-economic in nature, and are often

associated with legislative and/or financial constraints. There have been significant innovations in the design of human-machine

interfaces, new computing architectures and new software standards for systems operation, including safety-critical systems.

The programming language ‘C’ was used by the designer/builder in the F-35 project to improve performance whilst reducing

the cost of further development and ownership, and represents its first application in a safety-critical setting. However, the use

of C in safety-critical applications attracted regulatory scrutiny during certification of the F-35B, given that the UK Ministry

of Defence’s Military Airworthiness Authority regulations originally prescribed a different software approach. This represents

an example of the impact associated with differing socio-technical policies. Furthermore, significant technical advancement

has been achieved by the sheer scale of software content [16] encouraged by customer demands for more capability. This
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Figure 6: Generic systems engineering structured assurance (SESA) approach across the supply chain showing the mapping to the F-35 assurance

brings the challenge of further system problem reports during software testing, in turn highlighting pressures of time, cost

and technical prioritisation. An optimised supply chain, which collaborates to address the socio-economic and socio-technical

challenges, and encourages the optimisation of organisational relationships, is an idealistic goal for the enabling environment.

An assurance methodology was developed, and employed, to confidently identify the gaps in performance and safety

standards specifically for the F-35B air system. This methodology became SESA and was applied and introduced during the

manufacturing phase with the three UK air systems in build. This was, therefore, a retrospective application to understand

the system performance, using data from testing US assets, and to apply constraints across the whole system: for example,

constraining system performance limits, the way the pilot operates, the degree and type of pilot and maintainer training

and the way the operating organisation would be configured. The SESA methodology was used as the only means of fully

understanding the system and its shortfalls. It allowed system understanding to be demonstrated as well as the implementation
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of appropriate control measures. The approach provided a mechanism for addressing the requirements of UK legislation in a

way hitherto not considered, where out-turn performance and safety were considered side-by-side. Had the SESA approach

been actively used during early design and test, whilst system changes could have been introduced earlier during the V-model,

then SESA would have reduced the number of system shortfalls.

There is no means of absolutely proving that SESA, if used early during the design, would have changed the current

outcome for the F-35. However, if the enterprise behaviours had been established from the outset during the early part of

the ‘V’, rather than during manufacture, the opportunity to introduce change is more readily available. The question then is

how would we know the problems that the air system will face during design? Several opportunities offer merit to address

the identification of such problems. Using the problem of onboard oxygen generation as one example. Firstly, testing of the

oxygen subsystems indicated several emergent problems (as did many other systems after retrospective investigation) that

could have been addressed at a very early stage before incorporation into the air vehicle. Secondly, benchmarking against

similar subsystem designs; a previous aircraft, using a similar configuration of subsystem components had suffered problems.

Thirdly, multidisciplinary review teams of suitably qualified and experienced personnel (SQEP) would have identified the

problems early; creating the right environment is a key stepping stone of SESA. The SQEP teams would have user and operator

knowledge associated with first and second points described above. Retrospective application of SESA was demonstrated as a

means to control the release and approval of system capabilities. It is preferable, however, to apply SESA to the full system life

cycle, applying any system interventions or changes at the earliest possible stage and thereby reducing the cost of intervention.

Today, we are beginning to replicate the SESA concept in early development using digital-twin models of systems and often

the whole system where possible. This enables the system performance to be estimated through emulating the lower level

system characteristics.

Figure 7 summarises the challenges and strategic effectors that influence the development of innovative and complex

systems. Gaps in policy, knowledge and practice across the supply chain hinder attempts to optimise systems engineering both

within organisation and across borders with collaborating entities [3]. The overlapping influence lobes in Figure 7 highlight the

blurring between policies, regulation, and culture. This can lead to confusion and the need for interpretation between legislation,

regulation and policies. Confusion over the interpretation of a statuary instrument in any system design or certification activity

could generate adversarial interactions when seeking regulatory approval, and could potentially lead to myopic behaviour,

organisational and inter-organisational ‘stove-piping’ and a poor teaming approach, i.e. the opposite of an appropriate enabling

environment. Examples of policy gaps due to insufficient or absent guidance include drift, automation and resilience (Figure

7). Economic and regulatory inconsistency, both within and across borders, leads to an overwhelming dependency on the local

interpretation of policies. The designer/builder was empowered by the US authorities to select the design standards for the

F-35 and left the various international user communities to address any variations relative to extant socio-technical policies.

Embracing the broader socio-technical construct is an important step towards understanding and addressing environmental

concerns.

4.1. Developing an assurance methodology

To facilitate comprehensive analysis, systems should ideally be considered from a whole-system perspective, where

stakeholders develop a healthy interest in the strategic context as highlighted above. A whole-system approach should include

the physical system, supporting information and control systems, operators, maintainers, and operator/maintainer training
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systems (Figure 8). The socio-technical and socio-economic context (and influencing mechanisms) should be investigated

to understand the broader system of influence and interest. Figure 8 shows how to construct the hierarchical relationships

among the influencing entities, and how to develop side-by-side models that show differences between the designer/builder

and operator/maintainer environments. Understanding the socio-technical context helps to identify variations in policy and

regulation, thus allowing rational assessment of the system’s design implications prior to its release into the operator/maintainer

environment. For example, examining the specific threats understood within the design versus operating environments for the

F-35 facilitated the continuation of an appropriate enabling environment.
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Figure 8: The extended assurance control structure

The designer/builder and operator/maintainer organisations may well have completely different socio-economic and socio-
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technical systems, and the pressures, experiences and perspectives of the employees across the supply chain may vary con-

siderably. A designer organisation can reduce the exposure to risk to as low as reasonably practicable, while addressing the

tolerability of risk [27] and pursuing a thorough technical safety argument, by adopting the same objectives and similar values

and perspectives as the operator/maintainer community. The builder-buyer-user concept (Figure 9) can be combined with the

4P assurance strategy (Figure 2) to create a harmonised collaborative approach. The enabling environment in Figure 9 would

ideally include the supply chain and its supporting entities.
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Figure 9: The builder-buyer-user collaborative approach

Despite the shortcomings and criticism of UK safety case management [28, 29], the retrospective development of a safety

case and technical safety argument is valuable as a structured means to develop and collate system evidence, and this approach

would equally apply to an assurance case. Furthermore, this assurance technique develops confidence through a phased

approach, whereby capability is constrained below that offered by the developed system and then released incrementally

as confidence improves. A phased approach was employed to incrementally approve the use of the F-35 capability in a

measured and controlled way, thereby improving confidence. The employment of innovative features was limited until a stable

baseline, and the risk associated with moving each step forward, was understood. The application of the SESA methodology

fundamentally depends on the organisational enabling environment. Moreover, a hazard-seeking culture, as opposed to a

culture of avoiding the challenges, provides a healthy posture, enabling the most appropriate mind-set to thoroughly identify

and understand threats to the system. This approach is particularly important when there are high levels of uncertainty, a

higher than usual level of software content, and organisational challenges associated with accessing data in the early stages

of programme delivery. Beyond this point it becomes impossible to extricate as the cost of intervention escalates beyond

reasonable cost-benefit calculations.

To better understand the potential impact of system problems and mitigation strategies, it is necessary to address the system

problems while adopting a risk management approach that identifies all critical and catastrophic risks. A probabilistic risk

assessment, albeit often a theoretical estimate during early project work, should be undertaken but considered as indicative,

with the focus on understanding and addressing the threats leading to critical and catastrophic risks. UK legislation indicates
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that 10�6 is the minimum risk-to-life requirement, and the only satisfactory way to achieve a high confidence outcome (given

the unpredictability of systems) is to minimise the severity associated with all critical and catastrophic hazards [27]. This

approach can only be achieved effectively by creating and maintaining an appropriate enabling environment.

Figure 10 is a whole-system representation of the safety and effectiveness framework (see Figure 4) where themes can be

developed from either traditional or transformational system features that lead to key events. It shows a generic, yet systematic,

approach to investigate innovative system design interventions and represents a simplified template of that actually employed

to fully understand the risks associated with the intended F-35 new ways of operating and/or the application of new technology.

These design interventions present both a threat to understanding, and a threat to estimating, emergent behaviour of individual

systems and, importantly, the emergent behaviour of the whole system. It identifies transformational features that improve

performance, whilst at the same time inducing threats to the sustainment of the system, and searches for missing control

actions. Figure 10 further illustrates how potential safety-critical events such as collision, loss of control, the onset of fire

and/or explosion and failure to generate the required electrical power, all flow from the more predictable system failures, as well

as flowing from uncertainty associated with new technology. For example, an anomaly or failure in the software controlling

life support oxygen generation within the F-35 air system could result in a loss of situational awareness through pilot hypoxia,

leading to possible loss of control and loss of life. Moreover, recognising the criticality of oxygen generation early could lead

to greater testing, thereby identifying performance issues, which translate into safety critical issues, when taking the system to

its performance extremes. This is vitally important analysis given the necessity to determine the ‘safe to operate’ status of the

air system needed to underwrite the certification effort. This analysis should never stop, as a continual review is required to

support the ‘safe-to-operate’ assessment alongside the effectiveness (performance) assessment, as the air system continually

evolves through incremental capability development in addition to the necessity to both guide and respond to the inevitable

development in achieving mission objectives.
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Figure 10: Transformational systems: whole-system threat analysis

The safety and effectiveness framework is able to provide a collective view of system shortfalls, whether considering

safety or effectiveness, enabling consideration of these scenarios in both prevention or recovery phases of operation. Figure

11 illustrates High Risk Indicators (HRIs) 4, 8 and 11 against the ‘Prevent’ and ‘Recover’ operational phases. It should be
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noted that, whist the HRIs implemented were based upon the US MIL-STD-882D, specific adaptations were made for the

F-35 programme. Notably, there are differing alignments of the risk category (high to low) to the risk assessment value (1

to 15). These changes were made to embrace catastrophe where there was insufficient evidence to inform the probability

of occurrence, such as insufficient testing and consequently insufficient evidence. Any event that could have a catastrophic

outcome was important for the assurance case. The boundary of acceptability was identified as that point where it could be

stated categorically that the likelihood of occurrence was improbable; for the UK F-35 programme this was HRI.11.

Using the F-35 as an example, Figure 11 illustrates how several intolerable (HRI.4) risks may be mitigated towards a

more tolerable level of risk (HRI.8); these could be further reduced to a tolerable (improbable) status (HRI.11). HRI.11 is

often, but not always, ALARP; pragmatically, the residual risk, and the level of intervention required to effect system change,

may not always pass the risk versus benefit test. Thus, HRI.11 tended to be the final and acceptable status for many hazards.

Each HRI.4 risk represents a catastrophic outcome, which in turn is potentially subject to further catastrophic outcomes during

the recovery phase. The framework clearly illustrates where risks have been mitigated through the application of system

constraints or operating limits (illustrated through an arrow to the right) and where the opportunity for further mitigation could

be achieved through moving towards the adjacent box. An “(L)” represents where a system limitation would be applied to hold

that level of HRI. This may be in addition to other measures such as additional (targeted) training. The asterisks, “*”, link all

contributors towards pilot workload challenges; these can be minor hardware (HW) or software (SW) issues or “target won’t

locate”, for example and all tagged as HRI.8. The two-way arrows represent where either safe or effective operations could

be compromised through incomplete or inappropriate training, leaving a degree of uncertainty concerning the effectiveness of

any mitigation. This methodology identifies, therefore, where targeted training could be applied to achieve further certainty

(or reduce uncertainty) as a means to achieve ALARP status.

The following will consider one example from each quadrant, commencing with ‘Prevent-Safety’. Following high g and

high-altitude flight testing, the pilot failed to get sufficient oxygen which was assessed as HRI.4. Follow-on altitude chamber

testing reduced this to HRI.8 by limiting the maximum altitude at which the pilot can fly and further reduced it to HRI.11 by

redesigning aspects of the oxygen system. Damage to the aircraft air-to-air refuelling nozzle (‘Prevent-Effectiveness’), during

nozzle engagement or fuel transfer, could lead to a large fuel discharge and ingestion into the engine inlet [19]. This was

categorised as HRI.4, but can be reduced to HRI.8 by imposing an operational limitation, and further reduced to HRI.11 by a

system fix, such as a redesign. Ejection OOE (out-of-envelope) represents a means of preserving pilot life and occurs in the

recover phase (both the ‘Recover-Safety’ and ‘Recover-Effectiveness’ quadrants). At the time, ejection out-of-envelope was

unproven and untested and so was categorised as HRI.4 but could be reduced to HRI.8 by pilot awareness and training not to

eject within this envelope, and further reduced to HRI.11 by incorporating a system fix, which could be a redesign. It should

be noted that ejection, back-up power and STOVL (short take-off, vertical landing) provide recognised means of effecting safe

recovery. Furthermore, STOVL uniquely provides tactical effectiveness.

The fundamental measure of system reliability for the F-35 is the MFHBCF for each component or system. This was

described by Gilmore [19, p. 60] together with the importance of measuring MFHBR and MFHBME by a reliability growth

programme to achieve the required growth rate, as determined by the Duane Postulate. However, other outcomes have been

experienced that are not necessarily (or obviously) related to a particular system where, during flight testing, unexpected

emergent behaviours have occurred. Assessment and mitigation of the hazards described above represents a vital step in the

journey towards identifying ‘enterprise’ improvements that will enable recovery of potential vulnerabilities towards a ‘safe-
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Figure 11: An example of translating system hazards into a foundation system assurance case (derived from Figure 4); EEE – electromagnetic environmental

effects; OOE – out of [flight] envelope; VEL – velocity exceeds [survivable] limits

to-operate’ condition. Given technical shortfalls in system design, there may be several options to mitigate adverse emergent

behaviour. For example, applying modifications or limitations to certain systems to achieve known safe states, human factor

interventions, and organisation and/or process changes. Requirements for long-term system fixes are also identified but these

may introduce considerable cost.

The safety and effectiveness framework provides the basis for developing the system assurance case, for communicating

the level of risk and rationale as well as providing the means for accurate and meaningful configuration control. Moreover, the

framework enables discussion and development of rational, as well as prioritisation, for investment in system fixes requiring

tough decision making when resources are scarce. Confident system assurance will be enabled through this simple and

systematic approach to understanding the system and the associated system risks. The Prevent, Recover, Safety, Effectiveness

quadrants offered by Figure 11, enable risks to be easily understood, explained and communicated at all levels of detail,

minimising the potential for lack of clarity and promoting appropriate and informed discussion at all levels and across all

disciplines. The approach described above, combined with analysing the outcomes with SQEP, has enabled the SESA approach

to be successful in clearly expressing system operation limitations to levels that are predictable and where whole system

operation delivers a more stable outcome.

4.2. The contribution of SESA across the supply chain

The critical success factor enabling the successful creation of the 4P enabling environment (Figure 2) is the development

of shared objectives across the supply chain. In addition to these shared objectives, collaboration and appropriate behaviours

(e.g. hazard seeking) with improved access to data across the supply chain leads to the development of positive skills and
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more efficient management, operational and certification effort by all stakeholders, as demonstrated by the F-35 assurance

case study [3]. The effort expended on the UK F-35 assurance would have been more effective had it been applied during

the concept and design phases. The late introduction of this assurance methodology actually created the urgent need to seek

a means of achieving system assurance through retrospective means. Ironically, this retrospective endeavour was the catalyst

leading to the development of the SESA approach. Potential control actions that require attention need to be investigated,

and a risk-management approach should then be introduced using the safety-effectiveness framework (Figure 4). This will

identify trade-offs between shortfalls and the coordination of mitigation strategies to reduce or overcome the perceived risks.

Furthermore, opportunities that trade safety and performance can be used for the strategic briefing of stakeholders seeking

both understanding and consensus. Thereafter, the safety-effectiveness framework would serve as a detailed aid to balance

whole-system safety and effectiveness. Having identified performance shortfalls, the design-to-operate framework (Figure

5) provides an opportunity to develop the relationship between the post-production system shortfalls and the full range of

mitigations associated with introducing design modifications, discretionary training and/or organisational, management and

procedural mitigation measures. The business cases for potential system design changes would be developed and discussed at

both the working and strategic stakeholder levels by using the model to increase the level of whole-system understanding. A

priority during the early phase of a new project is, therefore, to create an appropriate enabling environment, encouraging close

cooperation between the designer and operator communities and focusing on the whole-system level. Figure 12 shows a SESA

methodology maturity model with all the frameworks and models illustrated against a baseline project life cycle from concept

to the in-service phase. The methodology has been set against a background of the 4P framework, which is intended to create

the conditions for success by continually improving the contribution of the four pillars within the 4P assurance arrangements.

SESA was an original development and was introduced by the UK F-35B buying and certifying team. What SESA achieved

was to identify during manufacture the key challenges that would affect certification, reliability, and military effectiveness.

Although employed as a retrospective application to the UK F-35 assurance and certification process, SESA provided the

supporting conditions that enabled initial assurance from July 2012 operating under military flight test procedures. This

assurance arrangement successfully enabled a continuation of testing under restricted employment, developing operator and

maintainer techniques, as well as responding to the incremental addition of F-35 capability until November 2017 when the UK

F-35 was formally granted a Release to Service by the UK military regulator. Prior to the formal service release, there was

insufficient confidence in the maturity of the air system and insufficient data to provide a certification assessment by the UK

Regulator. The UK regulatory position is clear in that an aircraft must be compliant with DEF STAN 00-970 and its supporting

standards; the F-35 programme was constructed on a conflicting basis, driven principally by the ambition to contain cost,

giving Lockheed Martin (and its partners) the freedom to select appropriate technology and standards. This was at odds with

traditional procurement programmes where customer direction is provided by mandating the standards to be employed.

In response to this, the UK team developed an actual versus US DOD versus UK MOD equivalence case, constructed

retrospectively with the gaps in equivalence addressed critically for knowledge development and further assessment. SESA, in

providing a methodology to constantly review both safety and effectiveness, enabled whole system assurance on a temporary

basis whilst further system learning continued. Unfortunately, the UK regulator has no responsibilty for system capability

or system effectiveness; the assumption is that if the specified design standard applies, the system will perform. During the

assurance work the MFHBCF was well below expectations with the overall system availability suffering considerably. The

technical data was immature, being either produced late or an emerging representation of the system in use. SESA was used
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Figure 12: Systems engineering structured assurance (SESA) methodology maturity model

to identify and categorise the challenges, gathering all knowledge and expertise to develop system limitations in addition to

identifying the best means of improving effectiveness across a variety of military tasks. The MFHBCF of the UK air systems

faired well as the failure modes were encountered less often given the restrictions imposed. Hence, the MFHBCF of errant

systems was effectively improved. Meaningful training was also developed to produce the required missions as part of the

SESA programme.

The whole enterprise approach included the aircraft being fitted with comprehensive flight-test instrumentation thereby

providing leading indicators to identify system degradation associated with potential safety-critical events as discussed above.

These leading indicators could be adjusted as the system learning improved. Moreover, given that the aircraft was single

seat, the SESA hazard analysis was employed to inform the scope of additional simulation training exercises utilising the

SESA-determined hazards to be presented to the pilot [3]. Processes were aligned and tailored to both equipment and personnel

maturity, where personnel included the pilot, maintenance operatives and engineering analysts.

The lessons identified during the application of the SESA methodology illustrate that it should be applied to the whole

enterprise, embracing every aspect of equipment, people and process. We found that anything but an enterprise approach did

not yield satisfactory results. The circumstances where SESA provides greatest benefit relate to the introduction of a complex

system for first-time use, where the behaviour of the whole system may be unpredictable and uncertain. Experience with the

F-35 illustrated that there was limited knowledge, experience and expertise, so developing these areas was critical for the UK.
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The importance of maintaining the SESA discipline through life will represent a vital contribution in supporting the F-35’s

concurrent approach to development and the continued pressure of the production rate. Retrospective system fixes were, and

will be, preserved for very special and rare cases; this required further investment and, as already explained, some system

fixes may not be possible for many years. As a system fix is introduced careful monitoring is required for actual performance,

unintended consequences, and emergent behaviour. Carefully tailoring the application of SESA as the enterprise matures, is

vitally important for complex systems. Beginning the SESA effort at the design stage could introduce system performance and

safety as bedfellows early enough to influence intended design.

The SESA framework provides a dedicated management arrangement that is persistent and easy to understand at every

level. To deconstruct it requires a deliberate intervention including an explanation to the regulating authorities as to how

decisions are taken to remove the controlling arrangements. The F-35 oxygen generation issue represents a single example of

intervention across the whole range of safety-critical events. An operating restriction was identified as a mitigation alongside

additional training measures, above and beyond that identified by the core F-35 programme. The SESA framework maintained

the visibility of the threat whilst a long-term system intervention was planned; ideally, the introduction of an additional oxygen

generation module to be installed within the system. This intervention would be delivered after a range of other system

interventions to maximise effectiveness. The UK’s involvement in the F-35 programme, exploiting SESA, has experienced

little emergent behaviour; a controlled, constrained and understood operating environment, as a predictable and safe system of

working, is the priority afforded through SESA.

5. Conclusions

In this article, we have described a methodology to achieve assurance in novel and complex systems. The literature review

identified several issues that prevent the accurate prediction of system behaviour, with particular emphasis on poor system

design and poor management (organisational drift), which is a key cause of accidents. Shortfalls in knowledge and practice

also lead to inconsistencies in the approach adopted across the supply chain, where the supply chain is characterised as the

designer, builder and user communities. The challenges associated with V-model testing and organisational drift were discussed,

specifically their impact on the performance of complex systems and the associated time and cost implications. Rectifying

the deficiencies introduced during V-model testing generates difficult business decisions, particularly where rectification is not

cost effective and system shortfalls must be tolerated through-life. The literature also reported instances of practical drift in

which systems were operated differently than intended, leading to potential system operating errors.

The acquisition of the F-35 stealth fighter by the UK authorities provided several challenges, given inconsistencies between

US and UK socio-technical policies and in the arrangements necessary to address the variations in technical standards. These

challenges, when combined with the need to access detailed system technical and test data retrospectively, alongside the

numerous first-time technologies applied to the F-35 system, meant that significant effort was required to understand the

system and thereby pave the way for certification. The F-35 case study achieved success through a collaborative approach,

where the partners added value through the joint development of a common set of objectives representing system requirements

and organisational ambitions. This approach creates an enabling environment, which is implemented most effectively through

the 4P assurance strategy. Understanding the whole system and the threats associated with its introduction into the operational

environment provides fundamental tenets for success. Following the adoption of appropriate enabling behaviours, the impact

of the 4P framework should ideally be maintained and, if possible, improved. The 4P assurance strategy was applied to the
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F-35 during the production phase of the life cycle (therefore representing a legacy application) that aimed to retrospectively

address the design challenges. Clearly, it would have been more efficient and effective to introduce the 4P approach during the

design phase, and early adoption of the SESA methodology is recommended.

Addressing system shortfalls and the associated recovery actions needed for performance and safety protection is best

achieved by introducing an assurance methodology during the design and build phases and continuing its application through

life. Moreover, the mapping of residual system problems and the parallel development of system fixes is achieved in an efficient

manner using the safety and effectiveness framework. This offers the opportunity to plan, manage, and apply appropriate

mitigation to the required implementation of system shortfalls. Thereafter, leadership frameworks can be used to identify,

characterise and manage risk. This facilitates the development of control and coordination over the trade-space between per-

formance and protection. The design-to-operate framework offers opportunities to both observe and coordinate the safety and

effectiveness contributors at both the strategic and configuration control levels of application. The frameworks amalgamate into

an overall ‘systems engineering structured assurance’ methodology providing a balanced approach for consistent applications

to new systems or product designs. The development of the enabling environment and the identification of whole-system threats

provide the first two steps towards balancing the requirements of the user community and the effort demanded of the design

and build communities. The balancing of risk through the safety-effectiveness trade-off is a vital component that contributes

towards a deep understanding of the system.

SESA methodology, when applied to a newly designed system, offers a means to optimise the relationship between

stakeholders and improve the understanding of the characteristics and features of the systems engineering continuum. The US

defence industries have cited shortfalls in system engineering expertise and a lack of whole-system technical leadership and

knowledge. The SESA methodology discussed herein offers an opportunity to bridge the gaps in engineering expertise and

transformational system knowledge by providing a systems leadership methodology.
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